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Box 1: Correspondence

UCLA, 1939-1940
 Job applications; Charles Aiken, Berkeley; Mary E. Sutherland, J.P., Chief Woman Officer,

Idaho, 1940-1941
 Malbone W. Graham, mentor.

Idaho, summer, 1941
 Boyd A. Martin, Idaho; Aiken; Eric C. Belquist, Berkeley; O. Douglas Weeks, Texas; John
 A. Fairlie, Illinois.

University of Texas, first semester, 1941-1942
 Graham; letters of recommendation; Edward Meade Earle, Princeton.

University of Texas, second semester, 1941-1942
 Tom Coffin, student; Graham.

University of Texas, summer 1942
 School and Society article; "Freedom of Speech" at Texas.

University of Texas, first semester, 1942-1943
 Del Evans.

University of Texas, second semester, 1945-1946; summer, 1946
 Graham.

University of Texas, first semester, 1946-1947
 Pittman B. Potter; H. Arthur Steiner; Carl J. Friedrich.

University of Texas, Personal Faculty Committee, 1947-1948
 Robert H. Williams.

University of Texas, second semester, 1946-1947
 Gibson Gray; Evans; Graham; Guy Fox; Llewellyn Pfankuchen.

University of Texas, summer, 1947
 Graham; Gray; Pfankuchen; Frederick A. Ogg; Aiken; Evans; Friedrich.

University of Texas, first semester, 1947-1948
 Martin; Friedrich; D.E. McHenry.

University of Texas, second semester, 1947-1948
 Steiner; Ogg (editor, American Political Science Review), Marie L. Breisacker, Evans.

University of Texas, summer, 1948
 Clarence A. Berdahl, University of Illinois; Steiner.

University of Illinois, first semester, 1948-1949
 H. Malcolm Macdonald, William L. Strauss and Wilfred D. Webb concerning publication
 of Outside Readings in American Government; Emmette S. Redford, Texas.

University of Illinois, second semester, 1948-1949
 Gray; Joseph Sataloff; M.D.; James A. Norton; Ogg; Russell H. Fitzgibbon,
 Chairman, UCLA; Evans; Redford; John Brown Mason, Oberlin College;
 Macdonald; Strauss and Webb.
University of Illinois, summer, 1949
   Strauss; Arnold Zurcher; Ogg.
University of Illinois, first semester, 1949-1950
   Ogg; Weeks; Strauss; Zurcher; Evans; Hugh L. Elsbree (book review editor, American Political Science Review).
University of Illinois, second semester, 1949-1950
   Gray; Charles J. Graham; Evans; Strauss; Macdonald; Raymond G. McKelvey; Webb; H.P. Goss; Zurcher.
University of Illinois, summer, 1950
   Martin M. Staenberg.
University of Illinois, first semester, 1950-1951
   Zurcher; Strauss; Contracts; Gray; Evans; Macdonald; E.K. Natalle; Staenberg.
University of Illinois, second semester, 1950-1951
   Macdonald, Webb and Strauss; Evans; zurcher; Fritz Morstein Marx (for revision of Morstein-Marx's Foreign Governments - France and Italy); Gray.
University of Illinois, summer, 1951
   Zurcher; Macdonald, Strauss and Webb; Melvin Straus; Marx.
University of Illinois, first semester, 1951-1952
   Straus; Marx; Weeks; Macdonald, Strauss and Webb; Charles B. Earle; Evans.
University of Illinois, second semester, 1951-1952
   Macdonald; Strauss and Webb; speaking engagements, publishers.
University of Illinois, summer, 1952
   Elsbree; Harold Zink, Ohio State University; Fulbright lectureship; Abraham Rattner.
France, 1952-1953
   Graham; Information on Fulbright experiences; publishers' correspondence regarding Introduction to Soviet Government; "These Routine Cabinet Crises" (article); Yugoslav thesis in Grenoble Bibliography 1920-1940; Research project proposal: "Policy Formation in the National Assembly.
University of Illinois, first semester, 1953-1954
   Graham, Webb, Lewis and Strauss: Foreign Operations Administration re: position of adviser to U.S. mission in Indochina; Gray; Macdonald; Emmette Redford.
University of Illinois, second semester, 1953-1954
   Berdahl.
University of Illinois, summer, 1954
   Natalle; James Kerr.
University of Illinois, first semester, 1954-1955
   Belquist; Elsbree; Natalle; Kerr; Gilbert C. Kohlenberg; Weeks; Macdonald.
University of Illinois, second semester, 1954-1955
   Weeks; Harold M. Vinacki; "In Defense of French Government"; Martin.
University of Illinois, summer, 1955
University of Illinois, first semester, 1955-1956
   Fitzgibbon; Macdonald, Webb and Strauss; Straus; Kerr.
University of Illinois, second semester, 1955-1956
Macdonald, Strauss and Webb; Fitzgibbon; Pfankuchen.
University of Illinois, summer, 1956
Macdonald, Webb and Strauss; Williams.
University of Illinois, first semester, 1956-1957
Webb, Strauss and Macdonald; Straus; Babatundi Williams.
French material, second semester, 1956-1957
University of Illinois, first semester, 1957-1958
Fitzgibbon; Straus; Howard H. Punke; Williams; Lambert; William Hardenbergh; Ihob Kamenetsky; Natalie; Weeks; Aiken.
University of Illinois, second semester, 1957-1958
Williams; hardenbergh; Kerr; Straus; Macdonald; Zurcher.
University of Illinois, summer, 1958
Rudnick; Macdonald; F.T. Wall (University Research Board); Henry U. Ehrman; Straus; Graham; Berdahl's retirement; Bulletin - American Political Science Association, 1958.
University of Illinois first semester, 1958-1959
Publishers; Straus; Hardenbergh; Bruce Nelson; Natalie: Macdonald; Williams.
University of Illinois, second semester, 1958-1959
University of Illinois, summer, 1959
Publishers; Alice L. Ebel; International Politics Seminar; Straus; Strong; John D. Lewis; Williams; Victor Sapio; Robert H. MacMurphy, Norton & Co., Inc.

Box 2:

University of Illinois, first semester, 1959-1960
Marx; Graham; David Wood; Williams; Adolph B. Fields; MacMurphy; Gordon N. Ray; outline on book on Comparative Government; Reader's comments; Sataloff; course outline; Straus; Hardenbergh; Philip Moneypenny.
University of Illinois, second semester, 1959-1960
Lyle D. Jacobson; Barbara Watkins; Straus; Webb, Strauss and Macdonald; Graham; Wood; Richard Butwell; Hardenbergh; David W. Chang.
University of Illinois, summer, 1960
Walter Slack; Hardenbergh; Ralph K. Huitt; Clyde F. Snider; Williams; Macdonald, Webb and Strauss; Woods; Moneypenny.
University of Illinois, first semester, 1960-1961
Straus; Stuart Goodman; Macdonald, Strauss and Webb; Harvey G. Kebschull.
France, second semester and summer, 1960-1961
Graham; Snider; Strauss, Macdonald and Webb; Charles B. Hagan; Fisher, Center for Russian Language and Area Studies; Moneypenny; Straus.
University of Illinois, first semester, 1961-1962
Strauss, Macdonald and Webb; J. Philip Wilson; Hung Chao Tai; Kebschull; Kerr; H.G.
Greenhill.
University of Illinois, second semester, 1961-1962
   Strauss, Macdonald and Webb; Graham; Kebschull.
University of Illinois, summer, 1962
   Moneypenny. Theodore H. White; Hagan.
University of Illinois, first semester, 1962-1963
   Fisher; Icko Iben; Kerr; Greenhill; Macdonald, Webb and Strauss; Moneypenny;
   George Klein; Evans; Sungjook Junn.
University of Illinois, summer 1963
   Wood; John Kenneth Galbraith; Norman Johnson.
University of Illinois, first semester, 1963-1964
   Book review; Williams; Strauss, Macdonald, and Webb; David W. Chang; Fisher;
   Kebschull; Morris; Wood.
University of Illinois, second semester, 1963-1964
   Kebschull; Macdonald, Webb and Strauss; Miles Hodges; Sungjook Junn; Carlos Ollero;
   Kebschull; B.L. Austin re: Nimitz Chair at the Naval War College; James Hendrick.
University of Illinois, summer, 1964
   Brad Carter; Fisher; Hagan; Hendrick; Alfred W. Booth; Fisher; book review.
University of Illinois, first semester, 1964-1965 (Russian Area Studies Center)
   Fisher, Marin Pundeff.
University of Illinois, first semester, 1964-1965
   Demetri Shimkin; P.A. Wadsworth; Paul Kantor; Strauss; C.L. Melson, re: appointment to
   Nimitz Chair of Social and Political Philosophy at the Naval War College; Carter;
   Junn's paper "Functional Organizations and National Governments in Asia"; Wood;
   Max G. Manwaring; Stuart Nagel.
University of Illinois, second semester, 1964-1965
   Gross; Fisher; Kebschull; Macdonald, Strauss and Webb; Fields; Hodges; Jooinn Lee;
   Manwaring.
University of Illinois, summer, 1965
   Fisher; Peter R. Roux; Macdonald; Alex N. Dragnich; Thomas Goldwasser; book review;
   Lawrence C. Thorsen; Hagan; Kebschull.
Naval War College, first and second semesters, 1965-1966
   Macdonald, Strauss and Webb; Moneypenny; Frederick B. Williams; Neil F. Garvey;
   Dragnich; Wadsworth; Thorsen; Frank A. Spofford; Kamenetsky; Yung Ho Park;
   Arthur Harrison; Greenhill; Myron T. Kolnig; Fitzgibbon; Williams; Fisher;
   Dragnich; Roux; Dan de Uliezer; Hendricks: offered chairmanship at University of
   Utah; Gray; Chang; Edward Malecki.
University of Illinois, first semester, 1966-1967
   Goss; Hayward; Gray; Shull; Lawrence E. Best; Stanley C. Robinson; Lee; Kebschull; park;
   Malecki; Strauss.
University of Illinois, second semester, 1966-1967
   Moneypenny; Best; Macdonald; Consulate General of France; Strauss; Fitzgibbon;
Kebschull; Gray; Lee; Lawrence A. Rupley.
University of Illinois, first semester, 1967-1968
   Park; Manwaring; Thorsen; William Pulliam; Clayton McLean; Chang; James P. Zais.
University of Illinois, second semester, 1967-1968
   Hagan.
University of Illinois, first semester, 1968-1969
   Hagan; Samuel Halperin; Trudy Bers; Claude E. Hawley; Thorsen; Lee; Gray; Kebschull;
   Lawrence Mankin; Macdonald.
University of Illinois, second semester, 1968-1969
   Gray; Gilbert Steiner; Strauss; Marshall Leaffer; C. Jay Smith; Lee; J.R. Leguey-Feifleux;
   Williams; Chang.
University of Illinois, summer, 1969
   Richard Tubis; Harold Kaplan; Gerald L. Houseman; Manwaring.
University of Illinois, first semester, 1969-1970
   Bellquist; Lyman Tower Sargent; Myung Chey; Donald S. Strong; Thorsen; David Wood;
   Strauss; Dayton S. Pickett; Lee; Aiken; Houseman.
University of Illinois, second semester, 1969-1970
   Houseman; Aiken.
University of Illinois, summer, 1970
   Robert Leonard; E.E. Weaver, Western Political Quarterly; Gray; Koki Asakura; R.A. Der
   Avedisian; Richard J. Carlson; Janice Treonis.
University of Illinois, second semester, 1970-1971
   Leonardi; Gray; Nagel; Strauss; Greenhill; Stuart S. Nagel; Tubis.
University of Illinois, first semester, 1970-1971
   Moneypenny; Toussaint; Allen; Tubis; Treonis; McCallum; John C. Seyki; Leonardi;
   Hodges; Strauss; Houseman; Manwaring; Bartel.
University of Illinois, first semester, 1971-1972
   Nagel; Gray; Berdahl; Seyki; Strauss; Leonardi; Asakura; Tubis; Manwaring; Clark;
   Stephen West; F.C. Fliegel; Chey; Houseman; Kamenetsky; Sabbatical in France.
University of Illinois, summer, 1972
   Evans; Leonardi; Fliegel; Tubis; Asakura.
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Faculty Notes, First Semester, 1948-1949
   Second Semester
   First Semester, 1949-1950
   Second Semester
   First Semester, 1950-1951
   Second Semester
   1951-1952
   1953-1954
1954-1955
1955-1956
Fellowship Committee material, 1955-1956
Departmental, 1957-1958
Faculty, 1957-1958
  1958-1959
Departmental, 1958-1959
  1959-1960
  1960-1961
Faculty, 1960-1961
Departmental, 1961-1962
Faculty and Departmental, 1962-1963
Departmental, 1963-1964
  1964-1965
Faculty, 1964-1965
Departmental, 1966-1967
Faculty, 1966-1967
Departmental, 1967-1968
Departmental, 1969-1970
  1970-1971
  1971-1972
  1972-1973 (2 folders)
Undergraduate Committee, 1973-1974

Box 4:

International Center Program, 1961-1963
  Development, Foreign Students at Illinois and other universities; Co-ordination with other campus groups; "Steps Needed to Improve or Develop Programs to Meet the Needs of Foreign Scholars, Students and Trainees; Committee work.
Russian Divisional Program, 1960-1961
  Correspondence - Fisher; Shimkin; Donald R. Hodgman. Executive Committee Meetings; Plan of operation; Staff appointments.
Russian Area and Language Committee, 1961-1962
Plan of operation; Slavic section; Russian periodicals and sets; reports.

Russian Area and Language Committee, 1962-1963
Announcements; correspondence - Fisher, CIA, Radio Liberty; Budget; Plan of Operation.

Russian Area and Language Committee, 1967-1968
Announcements; program descriptions; minutes of Executive Committee meetings; Report on LAS International Study Programs - Existing and Planned.

Russian Area and Language Committee, 1968-1969
Correspondence - Fisher, Dr. George K. Brinegar; J.D. Fellmann; United States Information Agency; announcements; meetings; program description; Program report; rating of Russian Studies Programs in country; symposium: The Soviet Rural Community, 1969; projection, 1980.

Russian Area and Language Committee, 1969-1970
Correspondence - Fisher; Report - Special Language Department; Program Report; announcements; meetings - Executive Committee.

Russian Area and Language Committee, 1970-1971
Correspondence; announcements; meetings; program report.

Russian Area and Language Committee, 1971-1972
Announcements; correspondence - Fisher, Rogers; include appointment to Executive Committee and internal business; articles; minutes of Executive Committee meetings; "Ukrainians of the State of Illinois".

Russian Area and Language Committee, 1972-1974
Announcements, correspondence; Summer Research Laboratory; Program Proposals: minutes of Executive Committee Meetings; Library; Visiting Speakers; staff appointments; staff research proposals; Annual reports; Summer Research Laboratory; Alexandri I. Solzhenitsyn from Corbally.

American Association for the Advancement of Slavic Studies, 1963-1964
Proposals; annual report; announcements; budget; bibliography.

Senate Statutes Committee, 1964-1965
Senate Honors Committee, 1958-1959
Urbana Council of Teacher Education: Secondary School, Social Science, 1969-1972 (two folders)
Committee of One Hundred, Faculty Center, Secretary, 1968-1969
report; Task Force report; Minutes of meetings; proposals; votes.

Urbana Military Affairs Committee, 1970-1971
Military Education Council, 1971-1973
Graduate College Fellowship Committee, 1963-1964
LAS Division of Social Sciences, 1949-1951
LAS Conference on Non-western Studies, 1964-1965
LAS Honors Committee, 1973-1974
LAS Credentials and Elections Committee, 1974